Instructions for authors of abstracts

1. GENERAL
   ● Abstracts should NOT exceed two pages in length and should be submitted as .doc or .docx files.
   ● Please DO NOT include color figures. Try to use other ways of interpreting color photograph features or clarifying complex data plots.

2. ABSTRACT STRUCTURE
   ● Title:
     o Please provide a concise but informative title.
   ● Authors and affiliations:
     o The names and affiliations of all authors should be stated in the abstract. Clearly mark the corresponding author with an asterisk* and make sure that you have typed correctly his/her e-mail address and complete postal address.
   ● Abstract classification data:
     o Please choose one of the scientific topics of the conference:
       o Recovering lost writing
       o Image analysis of visual manuscript features
       o Material analysis of writing material
       o Cutting edge techniques
   ● Abstract of main text:
     o Please briefly outline the state of the art and aim of the work. Give a short description of the instrumentation and materials used. Please refer to already published papers, where instrumentation is fully described. Figures (graphs or b&w photographs) or tables may be used within the two-page limit. Figures should be accompanied by an appropriate caption (figure number and content). Tables should have a brief heading and, if required, explanatory footnotes may be inserted below the table. Please provide a short explanation of the significance and innovativeness of the findings presented.
• References:

• Literature references may be provided by inserting in the text the reference number in square brackets. The reference list at the end of the abstract must conform to the following style:

  o Journal:

  o Book – Chapter in a book:

  o Proceedings:

Please note that abstracts not complying with these Instructions may be returned to the author(s) for revision.